Actually, whether or not transfer costs are equal, it suffices to consider only a single return point because an optimal policy allowing for double return points is a single return point strategy. This is so because the entire process is Markovian. The system "has no memory" and it matters only what state the system is in, not how it got there. Having made the fixed payment, we are free to choose initial conditions (the point of return). The optimal choice depends only on the future, and not on the past in any way -it is thus identical from either transfer. The optimal point of return will in general depend on ,8 and y, but it will always be one point rather than two.2
The path is now clear for investigating the effects of differing transfer costs. The following symbols are used:
,8 = fixed cost of a transfer from bonds to cash y = fixed cost of a transfer from cash to bonds v = rate of interest earned on the portfolio T = length of the planning period E (N1) = expected number of portfolio transfers from bonds to cash during the planning period of length T E (N2) = expected number of portfolio transfers from cash to bonds during the planning period of length T E (N) = expected total number of portfolio transfers during a period of length T E (M) = the average cash balance.
The expected cost per day of managing the firm's cash balances over a horizon of T days can be expressed as From now on, we assume zero-drift in the underlying random walk. With the general case it is much more difficult to obtain analytically tractable results, and they depend on a larger number of parameters.
The resulting steady state distribution is triangular with base h and mode Z.3 It follows that the relative occupancy rates of the reflecting barriers at zero and h are given by the relative slopes of the two sides of the triangle. The mean of such a distribution is (h + z)/3.
Since the area of the triangle -is one, its height must be 2/h. It follows that 2/h
2/h z h-z
Using the fact that E (N) E (ND) + E (N2)
T T is distributed as 1/D (z, h), where D (z, h) = z (h -z) ,4 (1) and (2) combine to form Let w = kz, where k is a constant to be determined. Substituting in (4) and (5), canceling terms, and rewriting, we derive the following cubic equation for k: /Ak3 = 37y k + 2 y. Note that k is invariant to v and the ratio of / to y. Changes in v and proportionate changes in /8 and 'y serve only to shrink or dilate the system as a whole, and leave unaffected the ratio of z to h. If y = 0, then k = 0 (w = 0, z = h), in accordance with the intuitive notion that the optimal policy under a zero charge for conversion of cash to bonds requires us to convert every extra unit of cash beyond h into bonds, going right back to level h.
Similar comments apply for the case 8 = 0, where no cash is held (the cubic equation actually yields a negative value of h in this case, and a boundary solution is the relevant one).
Our greatest interest centers on analyzing less extreme ratios of /8 to y. The results speak for themselves. To push z up from 1/3 to 1/4 of h requires that 8 = 5 y, an extremely high ratio. The interesting M-O result that z < 1/2 h holds true unless 8 is over five times as great as 'y.
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